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                The Mysterious Island

                
 by   Jules Verne 
The Mysterious Island is a science fiction novel written by the French novelist Jules Verne, and the story has secondary characters from his earlier pirate fiction works of Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea and In Search of the Castaways.

During the civil war five union soldiers who were captives in the rebellion prison escapes by hijacking ..
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                In Search of the Castaways

                
 by   Jules Verne 
In Search of the Castaways is a marine fiction novel by Jules Verne. Captain Grant of Brittania is missing after the shipwreck.  His children with support from Lord and Lady Glenarvan start their mission to search him in Duncan.  After encountering with Traitor and part of Brittania Crew member Ayrton, the search team gets into to trouble..
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                An Antarctic Mystery

                
 by   Jules Verne 
Jules Verne's another nautical fiction An Antarctic Mystery narrates the search for disappeared ship and the mystery behind it.  Halbrane's captain Len Guy is on his mission to search Jane and its captain William Guy, his brother. Jeorling, a wildlife expediter and sailor Hunt on bords Halborne to become part of search crew. Evidences reveal t..
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                The Voyages and Adventures of Captain Hatteras

                
 by   Jules Verne 
The Voyages and Adventures of Captain Hatteras is an adventure novel written by Jules Verne comprising two parts titled as The English at the North Pole & The Field of Ice. Verne narrates the British Expedition led by Captain John Hatteras. The English at the North Pole narrates the Hatteras expedition to the north pole in spite their ship gets..
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                The Fur Country

                
 by   Jules Verne 
The Fur Country Or, Seventy Degrees North Latitude is an adventure novel written by Jules Verne. Hudson's Bay Company's officials create a port in the Arctic region. In the subsequent days, an earth quake isolates the port and become an iceberg. Stranded in the iceberg for days, the iceberg eventually reaches an Island and the officials are saved...
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                Dick Sand -  A Captain at Fifteen

                
 by   Jules Verne 
Jules Verne's marine fiction Dick Sand: A Captain at Fifteen narrates the story of a teen boy to assume the captain position of a ship under unusual circumstances. During a whale hunting, Captain Hull and the crew is lost, young boy Dick Sand had to drive home the ship. Negoro, the cook in the ship creates problems for him by manipulating the speed..
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                The English at the North Pole

                
 by   Jules Verne 
Part one of Verne's The Adventures of Captain Hatteras, The English at the North Pole narrates the adventurous journey of Captain Hatteras in the north pole in-spite of his destroyed ship and death of crew members...
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                The Field of Ice

                
 by   Jules Verne 
Part two of Verne's The Adventures of Captain Hatteras, The Field of Ice narrates the adventurous journey of Captain Hatteras who breaks into frozen sea with a ship which was left be early expeditors...
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